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Summary of the Year’s Work 
 
November 2008 With Different Eyes Conference, Los Angeles, CA: ELL Network 

supported presenters for six sessions at this one-day event sponsored by 
the UCLA Writing Project; Annual Meeting, San Antonio, Texas: ELL 
sponsored four sessions 

 
January 2009 National Programs Dissemination Retreat, Atlanta, GA: ELL sponsored 

two participants 
 
Jan-Feb 2009 ELL Minigrant review online. Final recommendations at Annual Review, 

Berkeley, CA 
 

Feb-Mar 2009  ELL Resource Development Retreat (RDR) applicant review 
 

April–Jun 2009 RDR Facilitation Team held ongoing coaching sessions; TESOL session: 
Discover the National Writing Project’s English Language Learners 
Network; NWP Spring Meeting in Washington, D.C.: ELL Network 
sponsored one session, Culturally Responsive Literacy Practice: The 
Space Between State Standards and Social Justice (Katie McKay) 

 
 
May 2009 ELL LT Meeting in Denver, CO; Planning for network-sponsored events 

and projects and welcoming of new members 
 
July 2009  First ELL Network Resource Development Retreat, in conjunction with 

TLN RDR and Digital Is RDR at Lake Tahoe, CA 
 
September 2009 Minigrant progress and final reports reviewed; sites contacted with 

questions prior to NPL meeting in Oakland 
 
The members of the 2009-10 ELL Network Leadership Team are: 
Mary Arias, South Coast Writing Project (CA), Co-chair  
Richard Argys, Denver Writing Project 
Nancy Coco, Penn State Lehigh Valley Writing Project, Co-chair 
Ruth Devlin, Southern Nevada Writing Project 
Christine Kane, San Diego Area Writing Project 
Katie McKay, Heart of Texas Writing Project 
Wilma Ortiz, Western Massachusetts Writing Project  
Michael Thompson, Bisti Writing Project (NM) 
Lynn Welch, Third Coast Writing Project (MI) 
 



Reflections on the Year’s Work 
 
ELL Minigrants 
  
Rich Argys served as the ELL Network minigrant coordinator in 2008-2009. The minigrant 
review team was Michael Thompson, Lynn Welch, and Wilma Ortiz. As the minigrant 
coordinator, Rich Argys reviewed the 2009 progress and final reports. Rich joined the leadership 
team co-chairs at the September NPL meeting in order to discuss information and provide 
feedback to granted sites. The sites funded are as follows: 
 
Bay Area Writing Project (CA)  
San Diego Area Writing Project (CA) 
UCLA Writing Project (CA) 
UC Merced Writing Project (CA) 
Hawai`i Writing Project 
Missouri Writing Project 
Pennsylvania Writing and Literature Project  
West Texas Writing Project  
 
For more information about these minigrant projects visit: 
http://www.nwp.org/cs/public/print/projects/73  
  
With Different Eyes Conference 
 
For the fourth consecutive year, our network supported the UCLA Writing Project’s annual 
conference With Different Eyes: A Conference for Teachers of English Learners Across the 
Disciplines (WDE). This year, the ELL Network sent seven teacher-consultants to the 
conference, where they facilitated workshops to share classroom research and practice. Those 
workshops were: Alternative Daily Comprehensive Writing Strategies, Brandy De Alba, Great 
Valley Writing Project, CA; Designing Writing Rubrics with Your Students, Katharine Miranda, 
Borinquen Writing Project, Puerto Rico; Multimedia in Social Studies Classrooms, Chris Colias, 
Denver Writing Project; 
Digital Storytelling Applications, Scheherazade Makki, Hudson Valley Writing Project;  
Bringing Families into the School Community, Andrea O’Brien and Rachel Howard, Lehigh 
Valley Writing Project, PA; Using Comic Strips to Prompt Thinking and Writing, Michael 
Thompson, Bisti Writing Project, NM  
 
Annual Meeting 2008 
During the Annual Meeting in San Antonio, Texas the ELL Network sponsored several 
workshops and sessions and many of the workshops were presented or facilitated by ELL 
leadership team members. ELL sponsored Re-envisioning Your Site to Meet the Needs of English 
Language Learners (Mary Arias, Annette Cordero and Mary Walzer, South Coast Writing 
Project; Kim Douillard, Christine Kane and Chrstine Sphar, San Diego Area Writing Project); 
Teaching ELL Writers in a Digital Age (Lynn Jacobs, Northern California Writing Project; Judy 
Rance-Roney, Hudson Valley Writing Project; Robert Rivera-Amezola, Philadelphia Writing 
Project); Reading the Research: Becoming Familiar with the ELL Annotated Bibliography (Lynn 



Jacobs and Judy Rance-Roney); Developing Capacity for Culturally Mediated Instruction (Juan 
Araujo, Jennifer Isgitt, Jennifer Roberts, and Carol Wickstrom, North Star of Texas Writing 
Project; Katie McKay, Heart of Texas Writing Project) 
 
 
On Saturday, the Leadership Team met to discuss work from the previous year and to plan for 
the next year’s work. Noteworthy discussions were held on the increase of minigrant 
applications. ELL received seventeen minigrant proposals and funded eight of those projects. 
Paul Oh, our Thinking Partner, presented to the team regarding the elements of a successful 
Program in Action piece (PIA) and how PIAs are a good venue for sharing the work of local 
sites. The team also reviewed our annual cycle of work and our 3–5 year plan in anticipation of 
rolling out our new programming plan—alternating between an annual RDR and supporting a 
regional conference. The Leadership Team then broke into working groups to begin planning for 
the upcoming minigrant review and to begin planning for the Resource Development Retreat.  
 
Resource Development Retreat 
Mary Arias, Nancy Coco, Ruth Devlin, Lynn Jacobs, and Christine Kane facilitated the first ELL 
Resource Development Retreat (RDR), which was offered at Granlibakken Conference Center in 
Lake Tahoe on July 10–14, 2009. Nine site teams gathered to develop site-relevant resources to 
serve ELL students. Two-person teams came from the following sites:  
 
Central California Writing Project 
Great Valley Writing Project (CA) 
San Diego Area Writing Project 
South Coast Writing Project (CA) 
Maryland Writing Project 
Oregon Writing Project at University of Oregon 
Pennsylvania Writing and Literature Project 
Heart of Texas Writing Project 
Sabal Palms Writing Project (TX) 
 
Teams developed a variety of resources based on their local needs. Projects included creation of 
the Know ELLs Ning (social networking space); a mobile, urban Young Writers’ Tech 
Academy; a teacher inquiry handbook; a three-year site plan for ensuring equity through site 
leadership and continuing conversations about equity in the classroom; and a handbook of local 
resources teachers and parents can access to provide help to struggling students. All participants 
were encouraged to communicate their processes, struggles and successes with their site 
directors. Some of the resources will be made available throughout the network. 
 
Many attendees felt that having dedicated space and time to work on their resources was 
invaluable. The facilitation team found the retreat to be a useful venue for surfacing the work at 
sites and potential network leaders, and valued the opportunity to provide guidance to a 
community of caring and skilled teacher-consultants. 
  
Dissemination Retreat  
One of our Leadership Team members, Christine Kane, attended the Dissemination Retreat this 



year to write a PIA piece titled “Courageous Conversations: Meeting the Needs of Racially and 
Linguistically Diverse Students.” The article reports on the “courageous conversations” about 
race and equity held at the South Coast Writing Project, a project that was supported by an ELL 
Network minigrant. Another ELL LT member, Katie McKay, developed a resource on her 
classroom practice involving culturally sensitive instruction with Mexican American students 
recently immigrated to the United States. 
 
 
Online Resource Development and Dissemination  
The design and/or selection of Web resources to feature on the ELL Network pages of the NWP 
website provide ongoing professional development opportunities for our team. The network 
featured our ELL Library American Indian Reference/Resource “Must-Haves,” which was 
compiled by Michael Thompson and former ELL LT member Laurie Smith, of the Montana 
Writing Project http://www.nwp.org/cs/public/print/resource/2910). ELL also featured a series of 
essays from high school students around the country created through the College Board’s 
National Commission on Writing in collaboration with the National Writing Project titled 
“Words Have No Borders: Student Voices on Immigration, Language and Culture.” 
(http://www.nwp.org/cs/public/print/resource/2898). These resources, among others, enable our 
network to reflect and even sometimes to challenge current thinking in the field of English 
language acquisition. 
 
Our network is making use of other related technologies for identifying and disseminating 
resources and supporting ongoing dialog in the field. For example, the ELL Network recently 
created a group called “Focus on ELLs” on the NWP Site Leaders Ning, where we hope to build 
a robust working space for national resources and dialog. We also noted that a majority of sites 
who participated in this summer’s ELL RDR employed technology to increase dissemination 
potential for their newly designed resources. For example, the “Know ELLs” Ning created by 
teacher-consultants at the Great Valley Writing Project has already sparked national engagement 
by providing access to collaborative help in teaching English language learners 
(http://knowells.ning.com). Through our new Resource Management Committee, we will 
continue to expand our engagement in a range of tech platforms.  
 
Listserv 
 
Lynn Jacobs managed our ELL listserv and her postings have included open discussions for 
teacher-consultants to share their classroom experiences, book recommendations for teachers 
with different cultural backgrounds, and the promoting of NWP events. We will transition the 
monitoring of the listserv to another team member after a long and superlative tenure by Lynn in 
that role.  
  
Spring Leadership Team Meeting 
 
The prior year, team members asked that the Leadership Team meeting be moved to a central 
location in the United States and that the time be changed to May so that it would not conflict 
with end-of-school-year events. As a result the meeting was held in May in Denver, CO. Judy 
Rance-Roney, our team’s former co-chair, led a professional development discussion on current 



trends and implications in working with English language learners. 
 
Additionally, the team reviewed our ELL Cycle of Work, including minigrants, the Special-
Focus Networks Social, the Resource Development Retreat, the NWP Spring Meeting, and the 
ELL listserv. Our team also acknowledged and thanked Lynn Jacobs and Judy Rance-Roney, 
who rotated off the team, for sharing their knowledge, experience, and service to ELL students 
with our network and with our network of sites generally. We also welcomed Katherine McKay 
from the Heart of Texas Writing Project to the team. As in our fall Leadership Team meeting, we 
reserved work time for our various committees.  
  
Plans for the Year Ahead 
 
Annual Meeting Involvement 
 
This year the ELL Leadership Team will join other NWP networks in offering a site 
development session, Special-Focus Network Minigrants: Accessing Supplemental Funding to 
Grow Your Site Strategically.” Other sessions include Pinpointing Promise: Looking Closely at 
the Writing of English Language Learners (Norma Mota-Altman and Faye Peitzman, UCLA 
Writing Project, and Katie McKay and Melody Zoch, Heart of Texas Writing Project); 
Immersion Experience Strengthens ELL Practices and Builds Site Capacity (Karen Hamlin and 
Melody Munger, Oregon WP at Willamette University); Digital Is for English Language 
Learners (Clifford Lee, Bay Area Writing Project [CA], Judith Rance-Roney, Penn State Lehigh 
Valley Writing Project and Lynn Welsch, Third Coast Writing Project [MI]); and Reading the 
Research: Meeting the Needs of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Students (Christine Kane, 
San Diego Area Writing Project and Michael Thompson, Bisti Writing Project [NM]).  
 
Dissemination Retreat 
 
The ELL Network will be sponsoring three invitees to develop work at the retreat, to be held in 
January. All three will be working on Programs in Action pieces for the ELL Network pages on 
the NWP website. In addition, a Leadership Team committee is working to analyze the resources 
page and determine what resources might be needed. The committee will also work to determine 
which of the artifacts that surfaced at the Resource Development Resource should be pursued 
and published on the NWP website. 
 
Leadership Team Planning  
 
Since its inception in 2000, the ELL Network Leadership Team has used its working meetings to 
identify and respond to needs of language learners across the nation. Our collaboration with 
UCLA through the With Different Eyes conference gave us a forum to support a regional event 
that focuses on needs in the field. Our range of session offerings and significant resources such 
as the ELL annotated bibliography respond to the needs of teachers in the field and also help to 
shape dialogue around diversity issues.  
 
How We Are Growing 
  



In the last year, we recognized our network’s capacity to catalog a range of work and have 
created a new resource management committee, in addition to our minigrant and events planning 
committees, Symbolically, these three working teams reflect our network’s growing presence 
and capacity to influence the national discourse on diversity and language acquisition. 
Differentiating the tasks on our leadership team has also enabled more team members to step in 
and assume leadership roles during their tenure on the team.  
 
In addition to our new committee infrastructure, we have established a 3-4–year rotation cycle as 
follows: Year 1: new team members “audit” the minigrants work to sample the range of ways 
that sites are addressing the needs in the field; Year 2: team members actively engage in one 
strand of committee work and may also assume writing and/or presenting roles as opportunities 
arise; Year 3: team members contribute fully to committee work and either cycle off at the end of 
the third year or become coordinator for one of the three working committees; Year 4: if a team 
member assumes the role of coordinator or co-chair, he or she may remain on the team for a final 
year to aid leadership transition and provide team continuity. 
 
Within this working structure, we have articulated yearly cycles of work for both the minigrant 
committee and the events planning committee to guide the planning for both strands of work. 
Collaborating as a full leadership team on these types of management and leadership decisions 
provides greater transparency and shared decision making.  
 
Goals and Next Steps 
 
Our investment in minigrants provides the heartbeat to ongoing work in the field, so we have 
decided to increase the grant amount from $4,000 to $5,000 and will work to track benefits, 
consequences, and implications of increasing funds.  
 
We will share the outcomes of our first Resource Development Retreat with the full team at our 
November meeting. The RDR engaged a number of resources and structures that will be valuable 
for informing our future work. As a result of our first RDR, we are able to examine up close the 
ways that sites are responding to the needs of ELL students in their unique regions.  
 
The National Programs Dissemination Retreat will change to a larger resource development 
retreat with space for each network to participate. We will use our RDR experience to inform our 
future engagement at the new multiprogram RDR. We will use the space to support both 
commissioned work and work surfacing organically at individual sites.  
 
We plan to expand our national presence by leveraging a greater range of technology 
communications tools in addition to our ELL listserv. We have established a space on the NWP 
Site Leaders Ning called “Focus on ELLs” to provide a forum for open conversations about 
cultural diversity, linguistic differences, and equity for all learners. We will also research and 
study the ways that individual sites are using technology to increase access in their service areas 
in support of language learners as well as to open the dialog through a range of innovative 
forums.  
 
Ongoing Goals 



 
We are working to align our mission and long-term vision with our yearly activities. We will 
explore strategies to coordinate all our strands of work around an articulated yearly theme to 
support our “backward mapping” of the program year. Having a full picture in place will enable 
us to focus our energies, intentionally match resources to needs, and launch with clear purpose 
into the programming year.  
 
As a leadership team, we are charged with both responding to the needs in the field and pushing 
ourselves and our network to the edge of learning in the field. To that end, we will institute a 
professional development component to our team meetings for the dual purposes of learning 
from each other and of remaining current in the field. This professional development will echo 
the identified theme of the year and unify our vision as a leadership team. One final ongoing goal 
of the ELL Leadership Team reflects our roots as an extension of the Project Outreach Network, 
namely, the tenets of relevance, access, and diversity. The infrastructure we have established 
with great intention over the past nine years will enable the facilitation of work only if the voices 
in the field are represented at the table. To that end, we will continue to challenge ourselves with 
these questions: Who is at the table? How can our Leadership Team reflect the national 
discourse? What regions and voices need representation?  


